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The Onomastics of Rukiga Personal Names: Structure, Meaning, and Naming Shift

Abstract

There are interesting facets to study about personal names in the African context including their culturally-motivated interpretations, religious renditions, the emotions name-givers store and commutate through names, their complex linguistic structures, their gendered tones among other aspects. Yet, onomastic studies in the Ugandan context are extremely rare. Through ethnography, the study aims to document and analyse personal names among the Bakiga of western Uganda to explicate how culture and religion impact on naming patterns in this society. The study will further examine the contribution grammar makes to the semantics of names especially in invoking gendered connotations that seem stereotyped. The study will demonstrate how interpretations of names determine their linguistic structures and how religion has contributed to new trends in naming patterns. The two major goals are: to provide an extensive encyclopaedia on Rukiga personal names useful to scholars in linguistics, gender, and anthropology, and to contribute to the debate on African onomastics from an interdisciplinary perspective.